84 Series

FOLDING CHAIRS - STORAGE AND TRANSPORT DOLLIES

INTERNATIONAL products meet or exceed applicable BIFMA standards

SPECs:
· 7-gauge main frame features channeled steel with tube in tube design at peak stress point of frame for added strength and stability
· 14-gauge cross braces
· 16-gauge hanging rods
· Heavy duty caster features 325lb. weight capacity and measures 4” x 1 1/4”
· Swivel wheels for easy gliding
· Dark Brown Powder Coated Steel
· Colson Castors

CAPACITY:
#84:
· Chair capacity 84 standard folding chairs
#84-60:
· Capacity to hold 60-70 coats when two coat rods are in place. Coat rods can be removed to store up to 84 Folding Chairs
· #42-8:
· Chair capacity to hold 42 chairs and 8-10 tables either steel or plastic
· #42-8-60:
· Chair capacity to hold 42 chairs and 8-10 tables
· Includes two coat rods

DIMENSIONS:
OVERALL: 67” W X 33 1/4”D X 70”H

WEIGHT:
#84 - 100 LBS.
#84-60 - 105 LBS.
#42-8 - 88 LBS.
#42-8-60 - 86 LBS.

Chair Truck Model # | Chair Model # | # of Chairs Per Truck
--- | --- | ---
84 | 50,200,300,800, 1200, 1300, 2200,2300 | 84
84 W/EXT 8 | 1100 | 72
84 W/EXT 8 | 3200, 600 | 60

#84 DARK BROWN
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